
Fitting Features: Fabric Grain and Use of Darts

Fabric Grain

Woven fabric is made with a warp (lengthwise) and 
weft (crosswise). The grain of the fabric follows one of 
these, as lengthwise grain and crosswise grain 
respectively; or goes at a 45° angle to both, which is 
called bias grain.

Lengthwise grain has very little, if any, stretch. In 
many fabrics, the crosswise grain has a small amount 
of stretch. Bias grain has a lot of stretch, which allows 
it to drape well.

Most garments are cut with the lengthwise grain running vertically, but sometimes the 
crosswise grain runs vertically. And some garments have the bias grain running 
vertically. In this article I will not address the use of bias grain on the vertical. See 
Threads Magazine: Grainline for lots more about fabric grain, and photos comparing 
warp, weft and bias drape.

Knit fabric doesn't have 'grain' but rather direction: lengthwise direction follows the 
ribs of the knit; crosswise direction follows the courses (rows). Crosswise direction has 
the most stretch, with very little stretch on the bias.

Effect of grain

In order for a garment to hang gracefully on the body, without pulls and wrinkles, the 
center lines of the garment (center front, center back) must always hang on-grain, 
meaning that the desired grain of the fabric (lengthwise, crosswise or bias, depending on 
design) is plumb: on the true vertical. Even slight deviations from plumb will cause the 
garment not to fit or hang well on the body.

Additionally, horizontal grain across specific parts of the body (shoulder-blade level in 
back, chest level in front, and hip level) must always be parallel to the floor 
(perpendicular to plumb). If these horizontal grain lines are not level, then the vertical 
grain lines will not be plumb. Sometimes it is easier to see when the horizontal is off, 
than when the vertical is off.

To illustrate what happens when fabric does not hang 'on grain,' take a square of fabric, 
holding a corner in each hand so that the corners are level, and the fabric between your 
hands is taut. Note that the fabric hangs smoothly, without wrinkles or folds because it 
is hanging on-grain. Now lift one corner of the fabric; note that curved folds form in the 
fabric, with the ends of the folds pointing to the position of your hands. These folds are 
an indicator that the fabric is no longer on-grain.
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See photo, right, for a great example of a skirt muslin being off-grain 
- the fabric gangs-up at the center front, so that the center front 
vertical and the hip-level horizontal are off-grain (from Threads 
Magazine: Moving flare in a skirt, by Kenneth King).

See Threads magazine: on Grainline for great illustrations about 
grain.

Darts and How they Work

Our bodies have curves, angles and protrusions which must be accommodated by the 
sloper, in order for the sloper muslin to fit so close to the body. The same is true for 
garments designed from the sloper. This accommodation involves the use of darts or 
dart substitutes (like gathers & pleats). Darts serve two functions:

• taking up extra fabric, and

• providing extra fabric where needed for protrusions like shoulders, breasts, & hips.

Darts are triangle shapes pointed toward the protrusion. They 
are stitched together along the dart legs, from wide end 
(typically at a seam) to the point that is angled toward the 
protrusion. Once designed to the right size, a dart can be 
rotated to a different seam if desired.

The sketch, left, illustrates the parts of a dart. See my 
article, How Darts Work, for an example of a dart, showing how 
it is constructed, then alters the lay of the fabric when it is sewn 
closed.

Many seams also form darts. Examples of seam darts are:
• shoulder seams,
• side seams (example illustrated, right)

• pant legs,
• back yoke on jeans (see illustration below)

• princess seams on blouses and dresses.

Another example, princess and 
yoke seams (right): a new seam 
is created to accommodate a dart for design purposes. 
When we see these, we think of how they add to the 
design of the garment, without realizing they also have a 
practical function as one or more darts.

How Darts Work has several examples of darts. See 
also Threads Magazine: Hit Your Mark with Darts for an 
example of using darts to augment garment design.
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Using darts for a better fit

During the fitting process, you may see the muslin wanting to form a dart somewhere - 
typically in the armhole area (front armhole because of larger bust, or back armhole 
because of rounded shoulders and/or rounded upper back). This may not be the ideal 
place for the dart, but the way to deal with it is to mark the dart where it wants to be. 
Then transfer the markings to your paper pattern and pivot the dart to a more desirable 
location, by closing the original dart and opening a new one (or enlarging an existing 
dart). See How Darts Work for an example of moving a dart.

Designer Kenneth King uses this feature of darts to great effect - especially his fisheye 
dart - when solving fitting problems. He has several articles in Threads Magazine about 
this topic. See also Stitches & Seams: Fisheye Dart for a great example.

When fitting my bodice sloper, I noticed a dart wanting to form from the front neckline 
seam to just above my bust apex. So I marked that dart in the fabric, and transferred 
those markings to the paper pattern. Then I pivoted the dart to the shoulder dart 
location, closing the neck dart and enlarging the shoulder dart. This change narrowed 
the width of the front neck opening without changing the length of the shoulder seam 
and without impacting the back neckline. Now the fabric lays flat across my upper chest 
instead of wanting to form a new dart. This particular adjustment is called a hollow 
chest adjustment (see also below).

Note: if there is no shoulder dart, you can draw a take-up dart from neckline to armhole 
near the chest line position; fold to close that dart, then true the neck and armhole 
seams.
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